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JET CONTROL ON &! 80° DELTA-WING MISSILE
By Thomas R. Tur&r and Raymond D. Vogler
SUMMARY
An investigationwas made in the Lsngley high-speed 7- by 10-foot
tunnel at Mach numbers from 0.60 to 1.15 of three missile maiels with
cruciform delta wings swept back 80° and equipped with jet controls to
determine the effactiveness of the controls when using ram or mechan-
ically compressed air for operation. For comparison, data were also
obtained using a spoiler of equal spin.
The results indicated that the jet control is effective throughout
the angle-of-attack sad Mach number range investigated. The magnitude
of the effectiveness increases with increase in the momentum of the jet.
For jet configurations using rsm air, exit-to-id-et area ratios as high
as 1.28 were increasingly effective.
JN’PRODUCTION
There has been considerable interest recently in the use of air jets
as a means of simplifying the control of missiles and airplanes. The
results of references 1 to 4 have shown that if either stream ram air or
compressed air is exhausted normal to a wing surface it will change the
lift over the wing in a msmner similar to that produced by a spoiler or
split flap and thus provide a means of controlling the aircraft’s attitude.
The present paper presents the results of m investigation at tran-
sonic speeds of a jet control on three missile configurationshaving
delta cruciform wings with the leading edge swept back 80°. Two of the
models used air at stream rsm pressure picked up by scoops attached to
the wing tips. The third model was supplied with air at several atmos-
pheres of pressure from a compressed-air system.
For comparative p~oses, two of tw models were al-sotested ~th
spoilers located at the wing trailing edge.
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SYMBOLS AND COEFFICIENTS
The forces and moments measured on the model
orthogonal system of axes. The longitudinal sxis
.
are presented about an
is psxallel to the free
air stresm and the lateral axis is in the horizontal wing chord plane.
The origin of the axes is on the fuselage center line at a longitudinal
position as indicated on the drawing of each model (figs. 1, 2, and 3).
lift coefficient, ‘J
@l
drag coefficient, ~
@3
pitching-moment coefficient, ‘itcq-m-nt
qslc
rolling-moment coefficient produced by the control,
RollinR moment
qs2tJ
total wing axea of two panels, sq ft
total wing area of four panels, sq ft
exposed wing area-of fom panels, sq ft
dynamic pressure, $, lb/sq ft
mass density of.air, slugs/cu ft
free-stresm velocity, ft/sec
wing span (wing tip to opposite
mean aerodynamic chord of wing,
QIVJ
momentum coefficient, —
gqs
mtiP)Y ft
ft
“
,.
.
.
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quantity of air used in control jets, lb/see
3
total area of wing panels having controls attachd, sq ft
jet velocim associated tith isentropic expansion to the crit-
icsl pres8ure
acceleration of
*ti-ti-roU
ratio (0.528)at the-jet &it, ft/sec
/~avity, ft sec2
acz
coefficient, —
\Pb
wing-tip helix angl.e,radians
rate of roll, z7wiians/sec
ratio of static pressure in control manifold to free stream
total head -
Mach nuiber
Reynolds nwiber
angle of attack, deg
MODELS AND EPARATUS
The geometric characteristicsof the three models used in the inves-
tigation sre given in figures 1, 2, and 3 and will be refer~d to as
models 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Model 1 was tested on the forced-roll
apparatus (ref. 5), model 2 was a sting-mountedmodel, and model 3, a
semispan model, was tested using the transonic bump.
Model 1 had cruciform @rigs made of aluminum aUoy covered with
mahogany with the leading edge swept back 80°. The 5-inch-diameterfuse-
lage was made of laminated wood. The air at ram pressure for the jet
control was obtained from 0.8-i.nchinside diameter cylindrical air scoops
located near the wing tips (fig. 1). ‘lW air was ducted through the wing
to a series of 0.120-inch-diameterholes drilled into the manifold
0.187inch shead of the trailing edge. The larger span jet control con-
sisted of 28 holes etiending from 0.26to 0.82 semispan. The smaller
span jet control extended from 0.54to 0.82 semispan smd consisted of
*
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14 holes. The larger span jet control was tested at two chordwise posi- “
tions (models l(A) and 1(C)), and for comparative purposes, a fla.p-t~e
or wedge trailing-edge spoiler (model l(B)) having the same span and
location was investigated.
.
Model 2 was very similsx to model 1 in basic plan form. The wing
profile was tiferent because the wing of model 2 was made of 3/8-inch
aluminum plate.. Part of the basic wing at the trailing edge was removed
and replaced by a lox manifold which extended beyond the wing tips. The
forward side of the box beyond the wing tip served as the air inlet to
the manifold. The 39 jet holes were inclined forward 20° and placed
0.187inch ahead of the trailing edge. The jet hole diameters were 0.062,
0.090, 0.1.20,andO.lx inch for the various configurations of mcxiel2(A).
For the spoiler configuration (model 2(B)) a box without holes and not
extending beyond the wing tip of the basic wing was attached to the
trailing edge, @ spoilers projecting 0.5 inch above the surface of the
box were attached to the trailing edge of the box.
The semispan reflection-planemodel (fig. 3) had a wing made of
.
l/8-inch steel plate and a fusekge made of tnibingexcept for the nose
which was solid. The jet manifold was attached to the trailing edge of
the wing and opened into the hollow fuse-e.
.
Compressed air introduced
into the fuselage flowed through the msnifold snd out the holes at the
trailing edge of the wing. Sets of jet holes of two diameters, 0.015 sad
0.020 inch, located 0.045 inch ahead of the wing trailing edge were
investigated.
The forces andmments of the sting-mountedmodels (figs. 1 and 2)
were measured by an electrical strain-gagebalance incorporated inside
the model and were recorded by calibrated potentiometers. In obtaining
the damping-in-rolldata of model 1, the model was forced to roll about
its longitudinal axis at various known rates.
The semispan model (fig. 3) was mounted on an electrical strain-gage
balance enclosed within a transonic Inrap. Compressed air was introduced
into the model through a flexible hose within the bmp balance chamber.
The smount of air used was measured with a flowmeter. The forces and
moments were recorded with calibrated recording potentiometers.
TESTS
Forced-roll tests were made of model 1 at zero angle of attack “
through aMachnwnler range of 0.60 to 0.98 to determine the damping-in-
roll coefficients and wing-tip helix angle. Data were obtained for jet
controls of two different spsns with 0.120-inch-diameter jet holes located “
0.187 inch ahead of the trailing edge. A wedge spoiler was also tested.
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Static tests of
5
these ssme confirmations were made at a = 0°- and
a = *4.2° to determine rolling-moment coefficients. In addition, forced-
roll tests were made with the jet holes located 6.3 inches ahead of the
trailing edge of the wing.
Static tests of model 2 were made through a Mach nuniberrange from 0.60
to 0.95 and angle-of-attack range from O0 to 23° with jet holes of vsrious
diameters (0.062 inchto 0.150 inch) located 0.187 inch ahead of the
trailing edge and extending spanwise from the fuselage (0.26b/2)to the
tip of the basic wing. A spoiler of 0.5-inch projection and having the
ssme span as the jet control was attached to the trailing edge and tested
for comparison with the jet control.
Model 3 was tested through m single-of-attackrange from -8° to 12°
at Mach nuibers of 0.90 and 1.15. Jet holes of two diameters (0.015 in.
and 0.020 in.) were located 0.045 inch ahead of the trailing edge and
extended spanwise from the surface of the fuselage (0.30b/2) to 0.95 semi-
Span. Air under various gage pressures up to 100 pounds per square inch
was forced through the jet holes.
The variation of Reynolds nmber with Mach number for the three models
is shown in figure 4.
CORRECTIONS
The blocking corrections which were applied to the dynsmic pressure
and Mach number for the sting-mountedmodels were determined by the methcil
of reference 6. The difference in static pressure of the free stream and
the pressure at the base of the model was measured, and the drag coef-
ficients have been corrected by d increment based on this pressure dif-
ference and the base area of the model. 5s pressure difference was not
the ssme for all configurations,but the.correction in any case was only
a small percentage of the total drag coefficient.
No corrections to the data of the reflection-planemodel have been
applied. The usual wind-tunnel blockage and jet-boundary corrections are
considered negligible on account of the small size of the model in relation
to the size of the tunnel test section.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
General Remsrks
AU rolling-moment data were obtained tiththe control operating on
all four wing panels. The pitching-moment data sre based on the controls
operating od.y on the two horizontal panels. For some tests, indicated
—
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on the figures, the roll control was operating on the vertical panels
while pitching-moment data were being’obtained.
Model 1
The rolling characteristicsof model 1 with air-jet controls of two
spans and a wedge spoiler of 0.33-inch projection are given in figure 5
with some unpublished data of the same model in rocket flight. The larger
.
span control operated with ram air prcxlucesa —~~ of approximate~ 0.056
which is about 10 percent less thsn that produced by a wedge spoiler of
approximately O.OIE projection. There is little variation of ‘~ @th
2V
Mach nmiber below 0.90. The tunnel results agree well.with the unpublished
results obtained in free flight on the ssme model. The controls had little
effect on the damping-in-roll coefficients. All data taken during forced
roll were at a = OO.
“
Static rolling-mment coefficientswere obtained (fig. 6) at a = 0°
and a= *4.2° for the ssme configurations and Mach number range. At
a= 0°, these rolling-moment coefficients agree very well with the values
obtained from t-heforced-roll tests (fig. 5) and this agreement is an
indication of the accuracy of the test technique. Lift coefficients
at a = 0° and +4.2° were also obtained for the plain wing and presented
in figure 7. The angle-of-attack range was limited by structural consid-
erations of the model.
In order to get an indication of the static pressure inside the
control manifold, three orifices were installed. One orifice was located
at mi.dsmispan, one near the wing tip, and one near the fuselage. Fig-
ure 8 indicates that the ratio of pressure in the manifold to the free
stresm total head is between 0.875 and 1.00. This pressure ratio decreases
with increase in Mach number ‘kndis gxeater for the shorter span control
than the longer.
The longer span jet control was moved forward 6.3 inches ahead of
the wing trai~ng edge, and at this position small rolling moments in the
reverse direction were indicated as shown in figure 9. These results
agree with the results of reference 7 in that location of,jet controls
or spoilers ahead of the trailing edge reduced or reversed the
effectiveness.
Model 2
The basic phform of model 2 (fig.
The span of the jet spoiler was from 0.26
of four diameters were investigated. The
2) was the ssme as model 1. .
to 0.97 semispan and jet holes
variation of static rollimz-
moment coefficient with singleof attack, Mach number, and jet hole dismeter
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is shown in figure 10. Increased coefficients
hole diameter at all angles of attack and Mach
7
were’obtained with increased
numbers. Extrapolation of
. the curves would indicate that jet holes larger than the large~t tested-
probably would give slightly larger rolling-moment coefficientswith the
size ram inlet used. The O.lX-inch-diameter holes had a total area
28 percent larger thsm the ran wet area.
Some testk were made with jet holes on the bottom surface of the
horizontal wing panels acting as a pitch control. This configuration
gave considerable pitch control and had little effect on the static longi-
tudinal stability of the plain-wing model (fig. l.1). Operating the rolling
jets on the vertical panels apparently did not affect the pitching char-
acteristics of the jets on the horizontal panels. More complete character-
istics in pitch of the plain-wing model and the model with the largest
jet holes investigated are given in figure 12. The lift coefficients of
the model with and without the jet controls producing roll on all four
panels are given in figure 13. The jet controls have little effect on
.
the total lift on the model.
For comparison with the jet control, a spoiler of l/2-inch projection
.
attached to the trailing edge of each wing panel was investigated. The
jet control with holes 0.150 inch in dismeter was from ~ to 60 percent
as effective as the l/2-inch spoiler (fig. 14). Both the spoiler and jet
control lost some effectiveness at high augles of attack, and the spoiler
lost as the Mach number increased, but the jet control lost effectiveness
only above a Mach nwnber of 0.90. The increment of drag coefficient of
the jet control is considerably less than that of the spoiler at low
angles of attack. (See figs. 12 and 15.) Drag comparison based on these
data at high angles of attack would not be valid since the spoiler and
jet control were on opposite side~ of the horizontal wing.
Model 3
Force aud moment data with jet controls on model 3 were obtained
atM= 0.90 and 1.15 and are presented in figures 16 to 18. As in the
sting-mountedmodels, rolling-moment and pitching-moment coefficients are
based on controls operating on four panels and two panels, respectively.
The maximum gage pressure used to othain the largest momentum coefficients
was about 75 psi with the 0.020-inch holes and about 100 psi with the
0.015-inch holes. The jet control rolling- and pitching-mcment and lift
coefficients varied almost directly with momentum coefficient. At a Mach
nmber of 1.15, there was little difference between the two jet hole sizes
for eqti momentum coefficients;but, at a Mach number of 0.90, dfiferent
size jet holes produced some differences in rolling-moment and lift cwf-
ficients at a constant momentum coefficient.
.
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An estimate of the jet-thrust effect on the force and mment coef-
.
ficients was made using the relation:
.
Q’V
Thrust = ~+ (Jet area) X (Staticpressure difference between
jet exit and free stresm)
The jet thrust center was assumed to be at the center of the group of
jet holes. After reducjng the thrust to force and moment coefficients,
the results represented by the dashed ltnes in figure 19 were obtained.
The computed values resulthg f!romjet thrust sre 25 to 30 percent of
the total values obtained.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A wind-tunnel investigationwas made at Mach numbers from 0.60 to 1.15 .
of three missile models with cruciform delta wings swept back 80° and
equipped with air-jet controls to determine the effectiveness of the con-
trols in producing rolling and pitching moments when using ram or mechan- .
ically compressed air for their operation.
The results indicated that the jet control produces effectiveness
throughout the angle-of-attackand Mach nuuiber‘rangeinvestigated. The
magnitude of the effectiveness increased with increase in the momentum
of the jet. For jet configurationsuEing ram air, exit-to-inlet area
ratios as high as 1.28 were increasin@y effective.
Ls@ley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National.Advisory Cmmittee for Aeronautics,
Langley Field, Vs., August 15, 1955.
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Figure 11.- Variation of pitching-moment coefficientswith angle of attack
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Figure 17. - Variation of rolling-moment coefficient with mmentum coeffi-
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